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BOB BURNS IN "OUR LEADING CITIZEN", WITH SUSAN HAYWARD AND JOSEPH ALLEN, JR AT THE FULTON THEATRE SUN.-MON -TUES.
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Business and Professional Directory
FIRMS APPEARING ON THIS PAGE SOLICIT AND APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
PROMPT SERVICE I

10E44.

24-HOUR SERVICE ON MOST SOILS

Precision Watch Repairing
JEWELRY — DIAMONDS
ELGIN WATCHES

Kentucky Folklore
-4Yordecoadavv."..P.
WISTSFIN KINTUCKY
YlIACHIRS COLLIGII
• WPM* ORM ma,

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELL R
ns

ST ATE

LINE

spare Line that now seems to have
BUTTONS
erom my ciii hest childhood I been so plentiful then but never
In afterwards. Checkers were always
.1. had a lng tor Lotions.
old kedmmed homes all but- buttons. white against copper-color ,a %sere sward and kept in a box. d We often concluded that our
,sequentla. there were mans particular kind was hoodooed, since
Is to he found. some of them eittier uhite or brass brought dorig lack to what seemed remote- feat. We played other games on
• es. As a little child I, as so ! the checkerboard, especially "Swap
time, liked to Out". in which the winner is the
ny others of in
.• mg buttons, enjoying the var- env who gets his man all jumped
In checkers I was a poor
as shapes and forms.
There were first.
•i-ad white buttons, that children enough player; in swap-out I was
ass defeated, for I hated to see
:re on their waists, or "bodies',
.en they were small. There were my men jumped, even though that
sorts of pearl buttons. and some a as part of the game.
Buttons had and have several
sly ones that were called
ottons." Tiny buttons from babies' tsibstitutes. A nail is the best, es..aments were often in the box, pecially on a pair of cottonmade
•dden by the larger, coarser ones. pants or overalls A stick whittled
nen there were metal buttons. 1,:oerly will do about as well.
,m mens' garments, some of them Tissiretically these are used until
age and impressive ones from the button is replaced by another
stringing i o ef that they sometimes lasted a
no
When
ercoats.
.-m, we would sort them out by long time is the memory of some of
-ids, enjoying their infinite ear- n'y generation.
On a door or gate we had another
'v.
Every button had its own
,ry. as related by Mother, just as kind of button. one whittled out of
ery piece in the patch-work %nod and nailed on. Some of these
alt had some connection with are real bits of wood-carving. A
'sacs or bodies. or shirts, or other button made of black walnut or
:rments that her hand had made. wild cherry and used until human
sir and over we would ask the hands have polished it often Ls bora,. of queer buttons, not that comes one of the most beautiful
,• had forgotten, but just to hear kinds of handwork. Stable doors
.fain how such strange things had their buttons, but artistry was
.me' to be. Dolls of the long ago. not the thing here but strength
,:pt by girls who had lost their ae.ainst the mule or horse inside.
,uth before our time, wore clothes When these buttons came off bes•Id together by odd buttons, some cause of the pressure inside the
of them wholly unlike anything else stalls. they made excellent things
we had ever seen and known.
,to step on with a bare foot, as I
Buttons had other uses baaidles'learned to my own sorrow.
Front shiny rice buttons to the
i•ieir service in holding clothes toi:other as fascinating as that was. coarse chunks of wood nailed on
In stable door frames is a long way,
We played games with them.
Button. Button, Who's Got the but reminiscent moods can take
Button!'" we passed some of the some of us farther afield than that
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RADIATORS
DON'T THROW IT AWAY!
Let Us Repair It and Save You Money
Fuel Pumps, Windshield Wipers, Water Pumps,
Cylinder Heads, Carbureators, Motor Rebuilding a Specialty
Call and Gire Us A Trial

JONES AUTO PARTS COMPANY
Fulton. KY

nem 241

—EAT .4T—

LOWE'S CAFE
•A/R-COOLED-LADIES REST ROOM
OPEN DAY & NIGHT

HOW TO DRESS WELL
ON LITTLE MONEY

FERTILIZE LAWNS AND GREENS
NOW Is the Time to Top Dress Your Lawn
with Our HOMESTEAD FERTILIZER. Use
Some on Your Garden and the Flowers, Too.

CITY COAL CO.
PHONE 51 AND 322
sAIMIRMIR

SEE CS FOR YOUR NEXT

PERMANENT WAVE
Machineless Wave, also the new Pure Paris
French Oil Wave
Phone 59 for Appointment

ARCADE BEAUTY SHOP
HIGH-TEST

Nr

I -KNOCK

GASOLINE
17c
GALLON

WASHING- GREASING SERVICE

PUCKETT'S D -X SERVICE
STATio-

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Third

IR

DONE THE FACTORY WAY
Ladies' Work A Specialty
"Let Us Do The Dyeing"

WILSON'S ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

STREET

PHONE 470
FOR YOUR JOB
PRINTING

Illet Central Ave

SHOE REPAIRING

rind Carr

AMBULANCE
PHONE 7

For women to be "fashion right"
Miss Iris S. Davenport of the Kentiicky College of Agriculture makes
t,e following suggestions:
Make a thorough study of at
an one copy of a fashion magaLearn the trends of the fall
Learn which :sales are
fashions.
:.ist claming in. aa Inch arc going
it, and which have a basis of permanence.
If the income is viry limited
plan the wardrobe as a se role.
As to fall styles. Miss Davenport
saes-says a popular C01,1- as ;11
green, a rich shade in as arch manY
Black is
:women will look well.
again being worn, and not just as
mourning but rather as a fashionable color.
Shoes will not be "cut i,ut" to
They will be sturdy
,ny extent.
..nd simple in design. Gloves also '
ill be simple.
The beret and the bolero are
ack again.
Many styles again stem fi,,rn the
le: that have h torica : back...round. The fall of the B,'-rile in
efance mans- years Sc' still retands--if onla: in dee Sine the
.ishionable silhouette tw keeping in
i- sturnes reminiscent of trio day.
were
Simple. serviceable :lir ,
trOlii
fashion
better
rieVer
I angle. as far as sports ui at is conBut simple doc,r t mean
cerned.
dowdy, Miss Davenport iiaari•,, By
,,othfoi
a right combination of
colors and tricky designs, ea-en the
plainest of sports clothes can be
made interesting
Instead of the women's suit.
which will no longer be so much
orn, a dress and mat giving the
fleet of A suit Will he Worn Either
is a
' is or a "dressmaker's to
...sod buy

l

Room Bureaus Set Up 1
For New York Fair /
NEW YORK (Special) —Two
agencies have been set up in New
York City to insure World's Fair
visitors' getting living accommodations at a most reasonable price.
One is the Mayor's Official
World's Fair IL-lasing Bureau.
Inc., with headquarters in the
Chanin Builciinc, 122 East 42d
Street, set up 1 v Mayor LaGuardia
to locate rooms f,ir v:s:t ors in private homes anil day- Ilangs.
The ether is the Hotel hoC,711 Information But eau , ,f the Hon I Association of Ni iv York City, representing 180 hotels with a total
capacity of 130 dO rams The bureau is at ass a:. :cr. h5 a dquarters.
221 West 57th Street.
Both agencies function without
any charge to the visitor in finding
him clean and comfortable accommodations at a price within his
means. Rooms in private dwellings range in price from $1 per
night per person upward, with the
average per pers,,n $1.50.
Every Western Union and F -stal
Telegraph office is equipped to
handle requests for rooms In conjunction with the Housing Bureau's operation Every policeman
in New York City is familiar with
the plan and is equipped to give
visitors first hand information on
methods of obtaining registered
and sponsored rooms.
On making the application for
a room the visitor pays a deposit
of 50 cents per night per person
for which he receives • receipt
The receipt may be presented t:
the landlord in lieu of cash as part
rayn..r: for the room.
There are savages in Africa 5,•
primitive that, according to reports.
they as ill sign up with the first
movie explorer W110 Comes along.
Without as tot rag for bids from the
others

—
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Mrs Sall ,e It 'oars of Portersville
Advertising thf • pays the merMo a' 3 faits Edna Khourie
nants pays the buyer.
an.1
An unsuccessful singer looks lla s 51,, a 'it'd roall‘e
I
ovW
r.ds
:imny and sounds fuony.
Mr arid Mrs WI enn c.
Life tray he stranger than fiction.
in Arlington. Ka
. al have you read some fiction,i 11 Kliolinie of lin:ti.
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UNEXCai_ED WRECKER SERVICE
In tinew ui ii•uubie we are prepared to serve you
and have the finest wrecking equipment in
Western Kentucky
Expert Repairing Accessories, Parts

Buick and Pontiac Dealers

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS
FEEDS — SEEDS — GROCERIES — MEATS
FENCING AND FERTILIZER

SERVICE OUR MOTTO
Phone 803

Dail-cry Seri icy

411.

('-ILL

Y319

MODEL CLEANERS
FOR QUICK SERVICE
Superior in Cleaning and Pressing

W. I. KING, PROP.
See,

For the Best In New Furniture
SEE

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
For Bargains In Used Furniture
SEE

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
GOOD PIT BARBECUE
SERVED IN

SANDWICHES
OR SOLD BY THE POUND
HAMBURGERS
"NONE BETTER"

J. M.ROBBINS
SERVICE ST.4TION
We Note Hare Some of the Rest Mechanics
In West tientucy and a Fully Complete Shop
LET CS DO I OUR REPAIR WORK

AUTO SALES COMPANY INC
FORDSON TRACTORS

GENUINE FORD PARTS

NIATITF.I.P HIGHWAY

THON1 /1

SERVICE — That's Our Business
We are equipped to services yeillr Car. Let
us wash or lubricate it regularly.
ONLY SERVICE STATION WITH
MOTOR - SWA LUBRICATION
75e
STANDARD G.1S & OILS

STANDARD SERVICE STATION
C. MAYNARD. Mgr.
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DRISTIAN SCIENCE
About the hardest work for ei
which would get them out of del'
man is looking pleasant while bila
and keep them out. It also showed
"Mind" is the subject of the Les- wife introduces him to a fellow liss
that public sentiment in Kentucky
son-Sermon which will be read in whom she was once engaged.
Ii against the high handed tactics
shouting
the
and
tumult
'Tlw
of
Christ,
Churches
Scientist
of the C.I.O., and it is a forecast
Mail order houses may
dies"—and the primary Is over.
throughout the world, on Sunday, the unemployed where their burn
of sentiment against extravsgant
NOM
the
in
opponents
August 20, 1938.
national spending.
Here are the
offices are, but they are doing edge.
rut
SW-Syr
The Golden Text is "Who hath mg to help the situation in Ai&
November election:
nun,IS SOMITAI/NO
General Hubert W. Meredith led
, known the mind of the Lord, or ton.
'TRY FY.$qtIQRR80117
Governor — Keen Johnson, D'' t all candidates with the largest ma
who hath been his counsellor? . . .
isis Ws.rsi neromaset
ority. He is able, outspoken, and
King Swope, R.
"To fly through the country roads.
mess PIM*Awssam
For of him, and through him, and iii a powerful car at night
is 10
Lt. Governor—Hodes K. Myers,' has, on numerous occasions, showi.
,
IN 51
71VICI Olt 11/F7Ii
to him, are all things; to whom be feel as if you had
that he will not sacrifice his duties
escaped !Me
D.; Jouctte Roma Todd, H.
III74(4, NEW WIN all
glory torever."—(Romans II 34, se) another world," says a writer. Ara
it,
and
state
office
the
of
to
or
Att. General—Hubert Meredith,
P01/10*W 40 ro'RS.
people for political expendience.
D.; Kenneth If. Tuggle, R.
Among the citations which cots- perhaps to find, in the end. Oat
Treasurer—Ernest Shannon, D.; The people like that.
prise the Lemon-Sermon is the you actually have.
The world was created in six &Mt
Ernest Shannon won his race to'
John S. Petnt, R.
following from the Bible: "Who
Sec. of State—George Hatcher, D.; a majority almost as large. He
shall not fear thee, 0 Lord, and no senate confirmation being necesof the same type as Meredith,
Charles F. Trivett, R.
glorify thy name, for thou art holy; sary.
Auditor—D, A. Logan, D.; Tho- honest and a business executive.
for 811 nations shall come arid wee
tract
He has just given a valuable
mas Nieley, R.
ship before. thee; for thy judgment
Clerk of Court of Appeals— of land in Lawrence, his hone
are made manifest"—(Hey IS 4 7
kmasti -10411
Charles O'Connell, D.; R. Lee Ste- county, to be used as a park er
anrythimg hen Soap le Nuts •
fair grounds.
wart, R.
ahead Mi., WO Milatal
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rimwrsos, tas2 swoeverythat
something
paw. soma alo
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air
classic
A
Supt. Public Instruction—John
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ops:seem ~SO 021075S1'110
noand
read
have
!Cam. Our pas ea la
to
wants
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Brooker, D.; John S. Brown, R.
Ws'* aid. Tar hal damn dame ma aft
battles and strategy, seemed to have
.88ianSai. mama. laa tS.a.
body wants to read
TIMIISMISTION OITA
Comm. of Agriculture — William his race won three days before the
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experience
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47100
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May, D.; Van B. Alexander, R.
election, but lost it when he was
appeciated,
fully
never
18
knocks
W(01
NKr,
MAW
SI./
mas
Many things were shown by the slated with Brown. Hodes K. Myers
frIffiliNO
until after the soreness has disap
last election and varied are the re- winner of the nomination for Lt.
00.11.48 Ina.a dm al
peered.
,
sults. Keen Johnson developed in- Governor, one of the best orators in
to a real campaigner and him vote the state, has had much legislative
IIIV/N¢ wartseveware
MMY
NewelH Orr,Pala% a SIddcif 118WP
showed that the people of Ken- experience.
PURI,NNW&',Kw PP Mel ta,414Y J'Ai vow
lucky recognized his tT!.11: merit
King Swope made a belated but
amine CUNNING rs 11114PVIPPIP
an administration strong campaign and won over
and v anted
reser WI CS TIPS 0411 cRIIS
Mgrrila,OP ROPPOWISO
He
Cooper by a large majority.
WINI 51 OUPODE.
IPIRD7
has changed completely from the
/1400111P16,14 WY/RIGA:VAIMLIONIM
previous campaigns in which he has
irITW MO•taiR MAI?
, participated, and has become a
01N EASILY IX
fhands
the
prapeno ownSORIA
of
shaking
i"man
people",
If you are bothered with scalp
e?
ONO wows.
the
and
like
with
people
mixing
trouble, buy lames 6. Casey'a
a Chandler or Barkley. He will be
non -stick y and non -poisonous
hard to beat in November if he I
tonic for bringing your grey
keeps that up.
killand
color
natural
to
hair
'attributable to lesser fatalities from of saving countless thousands of
Some c,f the changes that may
ing dandruff germs.
motor vehicle accidents.
take place at Frankfort if Keen is
Inthe examination of materials
It is also Interesting to see the
Sold at all Drug Stores
elected will be Lyter Donaldson as
accident death rate for children used in industry it is now considerHighway
and
Frank
Commissioner
Manufactured by
ed indispensible, and some of the
Peterson as Commissioner of Fin- continues to decline, thus followin
ing the trend since 1929.
This is finest microscopes are installed
ance.
JAMES B. CA SE Y
probably the result of effective ac- labera te ies of great manufacturhumerous
appeared
A
sign
on
Fulton. Ky.
cident-prevention work and, also in ing !ants. One microscope in the
I. Balanced Gears
I Capitol Hill after results of the elecpart, to increased alertness on the Bell laboratories, for example, took
tion became apparent. One of John
2. Ball Bearing
. part of children who are becoming five years to build and cost $20.Brown's campaign sayings was that t
3. One Piece Axle
aware of the dangers that confront 000.
i:e would throw Dan Talbott out as
4. ravels in the Wheel
TI., rapid advance made lately
soon as elected and the people . t em.
micro:4,13es may be illustrated by
5. Knife starts cutting the moment clutch is put in gm
We hat e listed numerous farms would sirg, "Danny doesn't live I
the fact that 15 years ago the best
The sign in big
SEEING SMALL THINGS
in Tennessee and Kentucky, vary- here any more."
6. Special Brent Pitman, Box Bushing
magnified
laboratory equipment
ing in acreage and prices, and will letters said, "Why! Dan still lives
Sold on Ea.sy Terms
magwhile
times,
1,500
to
up
only
here."
t While astronomers turn their
will be glad to figure with you.
comof hay tools, dump rakes, sweep rakes,
now
line
is
times
complete
our
7,000
of
See
nificatton
elect
Shannon
of
cornTreasurer
' telescopes to the exploration
We have just secured for sale the j
Imented to his friends after the elec- big things of the universe—planets rnon and that of 9,000 times is posside delivery rakes, 3 sizes hay presses, 2 sizes horse mowers.
following described property:
non that althc'zgh Keen Johnson s suns, galaxies, comets—other sewn- sible under particularly favorable
154-acre farm, located near Fultractor mowers for all makes of tractors.
at tests working with amazing modern conditions, according to G. W. Gray
collapsed
platform
literally
10
Including
ton, well improved.
Shelbyville. his majority showed microscopes are studying the little in a recent article in This Week
tohou.e,
4-room
room residence,
that it was a happy landing.
, things, magnified up to 9,000 times. magazine.
bacco barns, 3 stork barns, other
One of the greatest living micros• So far as the progress and welorchard,
sheds and improvements,
ACCIDENTS CAUSE 94,000
is concerned, the copists is Dr F. F. Lucas, once remankind
of
fare
farm
equipment,
poultry
Improved
DEATHS
microscope is one of the most im- jected for West Point because of
well fenced, 8 ponds. water works.
portant instrument ever devised, for defective vision!
improveof
worth
lights. $15.000
CLINTON
Every year the National Safety by its use the study of the human
FULTON
and
Price
place.
this
ments on
Council issues a statistical year- body, to mention only one phase of
N. T. Morse was in Hickman Monquick
For
arranged.
be
can
terms
book, Accident Facts, which tell the its usefulness, has been the means day morning on business.
s
.
sale can be purchased for less than, story of losses caused by accidents'
improvements.
of
value
In the United States.
s See us if interested In SELLING
In 1938, there were 94.000 deaths.
ar BUYING.
8,900.000 injury cases and "direct
Located in Martin—home of U. T. costs of $3,300.000.000—the toll of
accidents in twelve months.
Jr. College.
The death toll in 1938 was eleven
ROY PRINCE REAL ESTATE CO.
Martin. Tenn., per cent below the figures for 1937,
Main Street
Has. Pho. 6s42 with a major portion of the decline
Of. Phone 6121
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LOOK AND LISTEN!

John Deere Enclosed Gear
Automatic Lubrication Will
Save You Money!

rs

Williams Hardware Co.

lip

Tune Up Your
CAR Now!
Does your car have the ZIP!.
speed it had when it was new?

the power am

Are you getting as many miles from a gallon of
gas?
It's true that motors run a mighty long time
without serious trouble, but don't forget that
the modern high compression engine loses efficiency if it gets slightly out of adjustment.

II-

To bring back new car efficiency and economy.
let us give your motor a complete TUNE UP
with our modern equipment and trained personnel.
ll'E ll'ILL—
Clean and Adjust Plugs
Clean and Adjust Points
Adjust Generator
Take Down Carburetor, Clean and Reassemble
Clean Gas Lines
Clean Air Cleaner
Clean Fuel Pump
Tighten Water Connections
Adjust Tappets
or—
Give Your Motor a Complete Overhauling

ITS
I 41
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41,

DONT DEL Al—Bring your car in and assure yourscli of smooth, economical troublc-frce
dricing!

Brady Bros. Garage
4

CO., Inc.
AUTO SALES Fulton,
Kentucky
Mayfield Highway

48.1111.1.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON KENTUCKY
The Fulton County News

1111 E Mil L,J M

J. Paul Bushart, Man. Editor
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY

By J. PAUL BUSIIART. Editor

Entered as second 'las, 11',1'1, I' etre,
[tint,
38, 1033, at the rest otece at
Ky., under tee iset of Marve 3, 1879

•KITT).

OBITUARIES. Card of Teenke.
Business Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rates specified by
advertising department.
Subscription rates radius • f \:\1
miles of Fulton $1.00 a year. Elsewhere $1 50 a year.
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U. S, NI.VILRIALS AND JAPAN
laws.
Our presint neutrality
which include a mandatory embargo on the shipment of arms and
ammunition to countries engaged in
war, appear not to work well in
the Far East.
Because neither China nor Japan
has declared war upon the ether,
the President has not been cempelled to find that a state of war exists.
Consequently, the Japanese have
been able to purchase vast quantities of supplies in the United States
notably oil and scrap metal.
In the opinion of souic experts,
these supplies have had much to do
e eh the maintenance of Japanese
armies in China.
That the resources of United
States are. as allahle to Japan in
her war of aggression is unfortBecause Japan has the
unate.
shipping facilit es necessary to
transport supplies and an open
market in this country, she can buy
China, without
what she needs.
ships, is unable to secure supplies
here, but that is not our fault.
In view of the conflict of interests between the United States and
Japan in the Far East, it does not
seem wise for this country to permit any of its material to ad Japan
in her war against China.
Moreover, when Japan abrogated
the naval limitations treaties, she
served notice cn the win Id that
sometleng was underway in the Far
East.
The conquest of China is
only a part of the Japanese scheme,
and, to us, it seems ill-ads le I •
the United States to give any assistance whatever to the Japanese
in the promotion of their undertakings.
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de without Japan's trade than she is
, perty valuations,
ALARM CLOCKS
I. C. NEWS
We should constantly strive to it() do without ours.
F. H. Riddle returned Fridie
\ build up our community and dile I No one knows whether Congress
$1.00 to $2.95
W. R. Hovious, Claim Agent,.
gently seek means toward that end.' would sanction a trade embargo night from a business trip to L(UIFeletnplas. was in Fulton Tuesday. :Anything that is harmful to our aimed at Nippon—perhaps it would ville, Frankfort
Leseree
LOOK FOR aneraZ ON THE DIAL
C. S. Ward. Supervisor, was in community is harmful to us per- not, but the chance exists, and Ky,
sA
Dyersburg Tuesday.
Tokyo knows it. As a result, ea
s. nally.
I. D. Holmes. Traintr.aster, was
State Department's move has
in Mayfield Tuesday,
Seizure of Mexican oil wells own- ceived general support, in and c,r,
J. N. Fox, Master
Mechanic, ed by Americans has had an ironic of Congress, and in and out of ad Jackson, was here Wednesday,
sequel.
Mexican representatives ministration circles. Some think it
R. E. Bradshaw, Electrical Fore- ere reported to be in the United brings with it the danger of a Jaman, Paducah, was in Fulton Wed- States at this time seeking the cap- pane-se war—most think that pos.nesday.
ital wherewith to build a railroad sibility is too remote to be given
W. R. Wilcox, Assistant Eng:neer. across the Isthmus of Tethauntepec, weight.
Water Valley, Mississippi, was here :.-•• that oil from confiscated Ameryesterday.
lean wells can be shipped to Ja-1 I saw the fellow down town t
Irish Potatoes, red or white
Sited Potatoes, new, really
R. E Barr, Coal Traffic Manager,. pan by a more expeditieus route' week who had his hair cut like
/2
/0
pounds
nice, 5 pounds
Chicago, was in Fulton Wednesday. than is now ace, . • •
: Indian. The topknot he had left
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Weil Folks It's Pick Again With An Ear
Full of Music On HOW TO SAVE
1717(

How Your Electricity Is Produced

Butter Beans,
Tomatoes, fancy pinks
pound
!Anions, sour, juicy, 360
Sunkist, dozen

BANANAS

2-lbs. 13c

Peas, Kentucky
Wonder Beans
Corn, big uzrs,fresh,lender
dozen
Gra pg fruit, Honda, more juic(
c
I for

lc

7/),,,izt,,

15(
15(

and Golden
Ripe

dozen 15c

18
Fancy

Johnson's !!"ax Paste, 2 pound
can
Spaghetti or Macaroni,
Skinner's package
Tomato Kt tchup, Heinz,
larg( bottle

98(

Sc
2
111/(

You simply press a button or flip a steam at high pressure is turned into the JUSItY to produce 1,050 tc..us el fuel per
,wall sssitch. Your room lights. Or:turbine through a number of nozzles, it day.
little'
your radio starts to play. Or your fan!strikes the blades, causing the shaft to According to government figures, the
begins blowing cool breezes. Thus socircitate. At top speed the shaft whirls.coal miner digs an ass raw' ci all tons
put electricity tel stork. But you probably .1,800 times a minute,
a day. A bit of figuring shows that the
don t know where it comes from or hussi This shaft extends out of (he turbine production of 1,050 tons cif coal pros tdes
it is produced. Most people don't.
land passes through do generator (in the about 238 days of work for one mince,
The current that prosidcs lhttit. hear(Mitt) And the nailer (at the right). er one das's work for 238 mine is,
and power for necessities and evt.serlielICeS!forming the (ere of le•th machines. The The total capacity of all steam-driven
in countless thousands ef homes, stores. eenrrator proslees alternating current, electric generating stations in Kentucky
infixes, shops, factories and farms in uawhile the exciter makes direct current,
is about Soo,tioo horst:posses Operating '
stare today, is pretty much a en:.,tcry 6: After the steam is turned into the tur it "full load" they need approximately
bine, and the turbine gets up to normal 3,.6o tons of nut•ancdslack coal each day.
practically all who use it,
The up-to-date e 'eerie power ttThen,speed, a swit,11 is (heed. This Causes the This gi•es -61 miners one day's work,
is a large building tiled with costly equip:exciter to magnetize the generator's -Geld' Production tif 3,360 tons of nunantlment, including boilers, s*itchboards.:—a rotary part of the machine surround slack means pr(xloction of an additional
transformers, etc. But the l,nterp,r.e toting the fast-turning shaft. Thus magnet 10.0s0 tons of larger-size (oak making
the entire set-up is the turbo.generattarizisl, the generator produces the alternat- total of 13.440 tins per day, prosiding
unit. which aeivally -makts" the cle,ling current. which is distributed over the *oil for 3,0.14 miners.
Power houses operate 36% days a year,
tricity. Every large power station mac power lints to the users.
To operate this turbo-generator unit at but not alwass at full capacity. The coal
contain two or more such units.
Shown in the picture above is a turbo- full capacity for twenty-four hours. 262.s mining work week is never more than five
tens ofzeoal are required., The nut-and. days. Fngineers estimate that the steamrecce set opereting in a Kentuda
p.nss or plants furnish *erk
s I is gene
"1Y uss`I'
is &ken electric
"f"
Utilities Ci•myany poeer heuse near Pine- -lack
not as readily marketable as the larger for about ssoo miners fuse days A Cs" k
title. It is
If
sites from which it is screened.
the sear 'munch
!Lehman' (23,450 horseposser) at a Fes- For each ton of nut-andelaek teal Istensisr
deselt(pment of hstlro.clectric
sure of 14,200 volts,
profitably marketed, three tons of the power stations. to di.place steam electric
At the left is the turbine, the most larger grades—a total ef four tons- nias stations, means less work for coal
efficient (cam of steam engine. Under tee profitably mined and sold. Therefore, and intthe permanent einenieles
time shiny steel cover is a shift, Or axle, the operation of this turbo-generator unit!ment problem. It also further distresses
studded with propeller blades. When makes it worth while for the coal in' the already hardasit coal industry,

14t

Soups. Heinz, any flat-or
3 cans
Tomato Juice, Heinz, 2
regular size cans
Vinegar, red or white, Heinz
quarts, each

25c
15c
16'ic

Powder and 2
1 Octagon Soap Granulated
bars Octagon Toilet Soap 15c
1112(
10(
Breakfast Bacon Independent
2-lbs. 39c
Sliced
Corn Kix, big box, good for
breakfast, each

Juice, a Nehi can

4F•

"-

-40

ach

Pork Chops, small, lean
pound
Liver, genuine calf really
lender, pound
Country Bacon, Fine for
boiling. pound

20t
18t
16t

Park Ruasl, should( r cub;
niec, ban, pound
Sausage, pure pork. made the
country way.2 pounds
1dg-0-Lamb, genuine spring
pound

Beef Roast

Fancy

Corn

Fed

15c
25c
29c

4 *-

pound 18c

Be Sure It's 226

Pickle's Grocery
East State Line

We Deliver

Any Where Any Time

Fulton, Ky.
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It Costs Less to Buy in Fulton

e

The following message has been
submitted to THE NEWS by a
citizen of this community
I Buy at Home •••

,TCHES

•BECAUSE n. interest,,ire here.

He can sell his goods at equal or even more reasonable
prices than they—his operating costs, taxes, rent, etc., are
not on the large city scale, thus he does not have to add a

URE

.44
t

•BECAUSE the community good enough for me to live in
is good enough to buy in.

The Fulton merchant, like the big city merchant buys in
bulk lots, thereby retailing at prices comparable with, and
frequently lower than the larger city mechants.

large overhead to his selling prices.
•BECAUSE I believe in transacting business with my friends.

4E DIAL

•BECAUSE every dollar I spend at home works for the community in which I live.

.
.ar
IIE

•BECAUSE the man I buy from stands back of the goods.
•BECAUSE here I live and here I hope to remain.
•BECAUSE the man I buy from pays his part of the town,
county and state taxes.

14c

•BECAUSE the man I buy from helps support my schools,
my lodge, my church, my home.

3c

15c
'1St

•BECAUSE when ill luck, misfortune or bereavement come,
the man I buy from is here with his kindly greeting, his words
of cheer and his pocketbook, if need be.

5c

•BECAUSE I believe in my own community, and know that
only by cc-operative effort can we make it a better community in which to live.

25c
15c

a

9c
15c
25c
29c

He is always striving to serve you, and thus retain your
good will. He serves you because he knows you well. He is
your friend.
He is loyal to his community. His taxes, rent, payrolls,
purchases and contributions to local charitable events promote the welfare of the Greater Fulton area.
You'll find all of your requirements may be served to the
best possible advantage by a glance through the columns of
THE NEWS when Fulton's most progressive merchants advertise the latest and best and most economical goods, and
services.

•

5c
lOc

By truthful and advantageous advertising he brings the
BEST quality goods at the LOWEST possible prices.

4

8C

Contributed In Interest Of A Bigger And Better Community
—by the—

FULTON NEWS
A Community Newspaper, Serving the Greater Fulton Trade Area
•

ADVERTISING .=== JOB PRINTING
Ky.
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A et P rya Commit,/
Hugs Colton Bogs
----A major victory In thc 111311 camp

1

sign to boost domestic consumption
of cotton was hailed by Paul B
Habayed, weretary and treasurer of '
the Cotton Textile Institute, with
the announcenient of an order for
more than 2.500,000 flour bags by .
the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
Company.
The A & P order, which will require an estimated 5,000 acres of
cotton and provide a full week's
work fur approximately 18,000 persons, is one of the first of many
which cotton producers and proces•
stirs hope to obtain front American
Industry this year. Halstead said. •
Firms changing from the use of jute
and other materials to cotton, he ,
pointed out, not only help reduce .
our national cotton surplus, but
fulfill an additional patriotic purpose in provelmg jobs for thousands of workers.

Farmers Find Electric Range
Is Economical,Safe and Cool
L

its

ill

I

best

A

a

insult

Pool Drained And Scrubbed
'Puree Weekly

NO BETTER WATER
ANYWHERE
LADIES FREE EACH
WEDNESDAY
Swimming Classes Monday and
Thursday Mornings
Efficient Life Guard on Duts
At All Time,

AINDILT SALEsVIANSHIP

Admission: 15c & 25c
In a radio talk some time ago,
W J Cameron made some rather
surpris.ng statements
concerning
salesmen and salesmanship. among
wh.ch was assertion that about 70
per cent of all sales are made on
the initiative of buyers themselves.
and only 30 per cent through per-a1 selling efforts.
He also said that 70 per cent of
ali goods sold personally through
- o • 7 .• ..
se Id

of Nictimell.
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that is Ill I. ail him
Ii, buying intelligently, and flit h denouncing llitler's r egillaitor
a salesman Is usual I'. W1'11'0111' Olt U tutorship, and
groups are
A group of '4111111 SHIN'S in St
cut i-n vieit.
Mr Cameron signifi- said to be forming throughout Ger.14.1111.11illt V. Vil • Whin
auto.aritly adds:
, nosily to fight for Ni. needle' a nd
11401'11 With
'H1111,,r, surceedthe ionise of free worship
The salesman
ed in peddling 45 pink before (hi
who come% in t
%%lilt IS hit of orders dangling like
Speaking if this modern murtyr attention 14 pollee was culled.
from his belt is not a good flue. Philadelphia Record siivs "flit- I Sorne men who, a little while
talesman, for you can seal', a mitt it Is
is powerless &palled 11114 111101 . tag' decided to get their vegetable
only once. Musk rug u t iotionei
Ile can kill him, Ind that wetild gardens are beginning to conclude
more Important than making a avail to nothing.
For Niermieller that they are too old for such
is now established in the German
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tiectrie Cooking—The ideal solution to the "hot kitchen" problem.
liv IRA MI1.1 ER
which are known to be reliable for,
upon the reliability of the maker and
Rued Electrification Bueeau
dealer depend not only the true value
LTHOUGH approximately one of of the product and any
it
• Vni cry I ir farms in this country may carry but siloo the guarantee
quality and
as h:gh-One service. at present only speed of service should that become
'ibout one at 30 has an electric range. necessary The rivet alao should bear
Oilhv • it that only one farm wife of the approval of the National Board of
•• seven who enjoy the benefits of Fire Underwriters, as that indicates
s tr.city oleo knows the comfort and it has met certain safety requirenveniences of "Remelts' cooking"? ments.
Several reasons can be suggested. The first cost of a good electric
among them. Lack of•full knowledge range will vary from about 9100 to
and understanding of the many ad- $250. depending upon its site, type and
antages of electric cookery. question, various special features such as addieither of the .nitial or operating cost. tional ovens. deep well cooker, storor of the safety of such ranges, and age compartments, lights, time clocks
loe fact that, in many farm Mince. and other extras. However. the cost
'he old-fashioned stove is used for of one sunic.eroly large and complete
orating as well as cooking
for the average family win be only
is,• cr. with the spread of Infos'. a little more than 9104—about the
man•
the subject, the use of elite- same as a range of comparable quality
troc no gem is rapidly growing on us.ng any of the rin re common
fuels.
irms having high- line power because
The cost of operation of an electric
f its many definite points of super'. range na•utally depends on
the
oty which include simpLcity. con- amount and tytie of co king done;
.'ant temperature, speed. safety, the power rate: and csperience
in
cleanliness, coolness and economy. us.nit it mnat eioioom.ca:ly. In gen.
I•nis is only natural because farm eral.hi.wener..t r.j!:.ros tot one kw..
wives spend approximately one-third Or. per per' ni per day f .r the prepaf their waking hours in the kitchen ration of an foot r iol t!vot.t.te tamnid it should be made as plc , ot and !.... At the threeon•.• rate. the cost
asy a place to work :n a. pnn. -'e.
ti us .s bat ooe i, ,
oi per
In purchasing an electoc tanoe. the ro.eal-1.ode .f at.y
!t. taper s!ve
.rst consideration sh•oini be ta .ect than other(oels 106
. ock the many
ne manufactured and ?Cid I. firms ailvaritages of electricity.

Enjoy Your Swimming in
Clear. Sparkling Water

SUNNY flip
SHIMMING POOL

needs

VW
1`111•

•

•

A MODERN MARTYR
In the opinion of many, the force
will lead to the ultimate
downfall of Hitler may not be
British or French military power,
hot resentment among Germans
themselves, caused by racial and religious persecution at hie hands.
While this persecution has been
diret led with particular fiendishness against the Jews, it has also
been directed against both Catholics and Protestant through oppres
sum of their clergy.
Perhaps the roost potent opponent
of Hitler living today is Pastor Niemoeller, now beginning his third
year in solitary confinement in a
.oncentration camp, because he re-,
fused to bow to dictation in relig•
a us matters. This courageous man,
oho was a submarine commander !
during the World War, prefers to
remain in prison in protest, rather
nom accept Hitler's control over the

EXCURSION

us /1101

WIMI

HOURS-7 A.M. to 12:00 Noon
1 P.M. to
P.M.
7 P.M. to 10 P.M.

Is

•=1,

thabierIbe to the News

Special Rates On
Swimming Parties

.i,i‘ tilt.
salesman

MEMPHIS, TENN.
sUNDA F— A I . G 1 s 1' 27
lit Round Trip
$ # From Fir/inti
Correspondingly low fares from stations South
I.v. Fulton
505 A.M.. August 27
Ar. Memphis
—
11:05 A.M., August 27
RETURNING — Leave Memphis 7:40 P.M., August 22

BASEBALL—Doubleheader,2:15 P.M.
MEMPHIS VS. CHATTANOOGA
VISIT FRIENDS AND RELATIVES
For further particulars consult
H. B. REAVES,
Ticket Agent.
Travel and Ship—

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
The Road of Cordial Service

001(
••
•
10
-00-•
0,41

by only 20 per cent of the salesmen.
These figures appiy, we assume
to salesmen who personally call on
pit spective customers, rather than
to clerks in stores or other regular
.4 business, whose results
could hardly be checked or estimated.
Mr. Cameron does not believe in
so-called -high pressure" salesmanship in which the prospective buyer is harangued by a lot of bombastic and meaningless sales talk.
;s- oh is exceedingly distasteful to
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KEEP KITCHENS COMFORTABLE
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Electric
Cooking Costs
Just About
Half What
You Think

•
See Your Local
Dealer Also for
Quolsty Electrical
Appliances

Feed Flavors and HourielHeig elements 0 Masts and Vegetable* Re.
taineel Without Shrinkage. Autaarnatle Operation With Time and
Tempereture toner-As Saves Much Time and Work In Prevention
0 Meads. Cleaner, Cookie, Dependable Berries and Better Cooking
Results Ass urod.
Electric cookery is much cleaner than any other method because
there is no flame to smudge pots and pans, and make walls, woodwork and curtains grimy. Full range insulation prevents best
waste, keeps kitchen cool and saves electricity.
"Waterless" cooking retains flavors and nourishing elements, and
presents shrinkage of meats and segetables. Automatic controls
make it unnecessary for you to watch meals cooked in oven—giving you more hours of time esery %seek for recreation. More than
2,200,000 electric ranges are now in use.
You owe it to yourself to investigate the merits of th,:ric
cookery. See the new electric ranges now on &Spit) it 01.1t
show room.
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Drive this new Bantam and change all your ideas about small
car performance. Here s a car that's built to go places ...
swiftly . . . smartly . . smoothly . . . and at I 2c per mile.
COAST TO COAST AND BACK AGAIN FOR 127.90.
"BEST INVESTMENT
I MADE SINCE '29"
That's what one Penneylvenue business man has to sat about Bantam
cars. "1 have driven any cat better
than 10 000 miles, In :ere !tan three
months and have Lan no tri drie
with it. Can turn to• cniners at
least 15 miles an hold hurter noth
the Bantam than with other cars .
at 50 miles an hour holds the road
with no sway or wander:dig .
I
had the car reduces in, operating
cost nearly 2 3,- says C. M. Lock.
wood, Portland, Oregon.
WHO BUTS BANTAMS?
BeLtd,r
LVE, nr.,
1 tIJI stir ar•
being turret: .n
_se
o,stan.,,L7
L. as
Express Agenc) i.,f O.. C
ra•
ton Fire.t.r.e Tire Es knolvr Cc ,
Brown Es Ih'dliamson Tobacco C.
pany. U S Nave. U. S Atmy Borden s Deu) and many others too
numerous to menton.

-On May 5 ss• staoeo tor its Sew
York World a Fad hem Los Angelis, and
west over the Sierra Nsivricia Mountains.
and I was amazed at the pottnimance
on three steep grader and over mountain reamer We scarcely had to change
gears at all
"W• made the 6240 miles on the
trip to New York and returned to Los
Angeles used 120 gallon. of gas, an
average of 52 miles to the gallon, and
changed oil 6 times . . average driving
lipped 50 to 55 mules per hour . . . total
operating ocet $27 90 for the three of
us, or • cost per person ol $9.30."
G R P., Saute Monica, California.
Your Bantam dealer has copes cd
thu and other letters from satshed
Bantam owners Sr., rum today!

EVERY WORTH-WHILE FEATURE

4-Paunagar $4117•

Staniar/ages Mt'

•
Menne $445•

Peon $479•

Oftersd by Any Other Car
eon u.'.c hr 1.•I son,
M.mesh
,••
te,re.!
•

TRADES • TERMS
PRICES

Came $399•

n
rat,- orterInc
••/ surge
s
,
.n. • re,
nne r.ng r. •••
•.' t•blen.,t 1,11rti.ng
-Me
st..•I slyhrber• Atrtorn
••• • gb.Iraway inS. hotly

Boulevard 5519*
•EMI•tirod. commarts4
iturappoil lophstkot
%dorsi Ism M Ugh.",

AMERICAN BANTAM CAR CO.,

BUMP. PA.

Please send lads about Bantam. I am interested aa. Dealera
Dortributcr
Passenger Car Hurd[]; Truck Buyer
--

NAME

$
3

COMPANY
Al tt,REI.,.

MODERATE PRICES AND

KENTUCKY

UTILITIES

EASY PURCHASE

TERMS

COMPANY

ARE THOMPSON, Manager
immommanmenn

CITY

STATE

Distributor: COLMAN MOTOR SALES
STURGIS, KENTUCKY
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Bob is once more aided by a grand of III.' strike lireukrirs, Bickford, in lash smile perm., . wie in regard to property.
Tents, spent the week -rind with
importing cast. Numbered gnome a thrilling fist fight, arid finally Is
;Miss Thelma Frances riipe,, on
Chinese affairs, awned what In
The anxiety of the Japanese to
tiieni are Susan Hayward and nominated ta rim for the Senate
Walnut Street.
"Ow Leading Citizen", PIII ii Joseph Allen, Jr., Members 'if the in
known
as
the
Nine
Vowel
Treaty
ticripitiate
United
States
is
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place of Allen.
' Wig 14/1.1i/iP Rye, Mr, Ella Rye,
NO liii '1 ui1i1;ii
clearly
understood
fly
this
natinns
when
one
realagreement,
the
tnount's cidorful, honest
Citele" select group if
I r 11,11111% there ure grand torn and Mr. and Mrs. JlaSit Bushart
treatment of U vital crititemporurY lame Paramount players slated for 1111111' .1110/111.11b4 I/I tilt. picture, in• guaranteed the tell iturual integri- izes that the United States marmites and family spent Sunday with Mies
fifty nix per cent of Japan's war
of
ty
China
and
also
proclaimed
the
bring
ii
will
Bob
loin.
cant as Bob's daughter ',dying Miss Haywatil rind Allen.
American problem,
doctrine of the "Open Dram" This materials. It in generally admitt- ila Mahan, near Cottage Gruori.
Burns buck to town In a o,ia. w i thin and him jurnor law partner, recipes'. In the course of the atory, Bob hail latter pomouritenient covers the I 1 that withisit aid from the Unit Mrs. Joe Keil of Arlington, KY.
lively
The supporting cast also plenty if trouble keeping them toIn being hailed as the best of his
arrived Tuesday to visit Mrs. IL A.
GPM. gether, but he deals with their dif- idea that all nations should have es! States. the Japanese war Mt/Ccareer When the picture is pre, includes Ellzabeth Patterson,
Caulter on Cedisi Street,
equal
u
'gilts
would
be
seriously
emburranhine
in
regard
tri
Chinese
and
industrialist,
ficulties in stride.
genteel locally for the fit Mt time mi Liiiikhart, as an
arid that none of the nation?" arc! and prosecution of a long war
trade
Mr, and Mrs Leonard Brown are
Hai, Chialls Bickford as the chief of a
Sunday at the F'alltrai
Alfred Santell, who directed Ho' should di/ anything to secure spec in China would be severely handiin Memphis, T. nn,
visiting redar , '
will be seen a a man who in ii gang if strike breakers.
III "The Arkansan Traveler," di- la! trading advantages that were capped.
In addition to aupplying
Ts, Irvin S. cob') story is con- tected the pictures
lawyer by prirfession.
philosopher
John C Mof- mit available to the ()theirs
the materials necessary for the Jap
by Instinct a real d'eil in the-wool, sormai with Bob's effnets to restore fitt wrote the screen play.
war machine, the
Later. iii 1921i, Japan anti most
down-to-earth,
lore ,
American law and order in u thriving Amerthe I hi (cut State purchase r.
thi 'Mier nations signed what
character who believes in the prin- Iran eity velien ati industrialist puts
known as the Kellogg I" a,',' Pact. the silk produced in Japan.
UNCLE JIM SAYS
ciples of dernireracy, of s9111111. deal- throualt a ten per cent pay cut at
Road Gravel
This is the famous document in
one of his mills despite the fact
There are at present some 6,000
ing with his fellow men.
Concrett
Gravel
The
future
of
a
which
nation
depends
the
nations
rennunced
war
that businemm is good. Bob and his
Our
Americans living in China
on its youth.
Clean Sand
as an instrument of (tuitional pulley.
thur partner have been retained
citizens have S132,000,000 sive
Any practice that mitinives your It was hailed, in its day, as a great
s . counsel for Lockhart, and when
Accurate
moral three for peace.
Its Purina there, with missionary prow'
later refuses to reconsider, Bob ham benefits the community,
W(111K31 NSI1111
$40,09(000 iind
harm life can be Math' SI, attrac- provide rai penalties for any nation VillUf'd lit
ien• u• his counsed.
ram citizens 11,1,1 t!l 111101M
Al Lou' ('ost:
kliares next move is to call tive that rural boys arid girls will that to aks its nbligations, but,
lif
o
Watchers Clocks & Time Pieces
• - .kei breakers. Then agitators want to be farmers Lind flattlene nevertheleso it was expected Iii beof All Kinds Accurately Re-I
di I
.1111
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gin ii neo era ui till• 11.1atIoliSIIII) of flit'
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Make the farm boy feel like lie modern Ii
niret
fiiree
with
force.
To
cap
N't)flEIVS
Japan,i•
°..• nail is bombed, and two is a partner in the business by giv•
ivE11.1tV COMPANY
anpar
• •
V.', hi I
leaders are killed. ing him a pig, calf, colt or an in- Chlnii
Teme1111000101/700101
yeai -.
the
Meettrig is called by terest in the crops.
Last year 62.212 Tennessee farm noir,.
It doo, not f• • J.,
members of the cornLob speaks in behalf of boys and girls carried on worth- th•
StIBSCRIBE FOR—
Lite projects in 4-1I club work tit,•
•se with "isms",
with all
Commercial Appert
.•
f• •
niflueraso which are caus- (le der the direction of county farm to
Loubeville I rimier Journal
but It of the Jana' •
re.ruireville Times
,hg more trouble in the dispute and home agents.
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
The first step in soil improvement up the ',ally war with Ciima,
I •kloirt turns the meeting into a
Stoliouis Globe Deocrat
m
iditieal rally by revoking the pay should be the nuutralizing of acidity atirtox;inon of Korea and the If
Chicago Herald Examiner
it, and announcing that he will with limestone. In 1938, over 30,- so-Japanese War, yee COMP uI
Chleaeo American
Tennessee, farmers limed liver when Japan seized Maio
nominate Allen for Junior Senator
Chicago Tribune
This action was not resisted by t.
at the forth -coming State Conven- a million acres of land.
!um' l'hone 753
Seed barley on fertile land for (Minr nations of the wtirld,
tion
It would be giving away too much piedure and grain—oats on land of though Secretary of State Her
JACK EDWARDS
Wheat L. St iii
in 1932, officially •
s !I how Bol) goes medium to good fertility.
has a wider range of adaptability ed that the United States
than either barley or oats, and rye not recognize any seizure, it '.
is still more reliable on poorer soils. tory by force. Two important r.•
Now is the time to; Full feed tarns recognized the Japanese pis
hogs for September market, flush pet state of Manchukeo.
In ei •
ewes to encourage early breeding, trot of the territory, the Jae—
plan for a trench silo, cull ea
organized companies to exl..
laying hens, free pullets from par- economic resources and '•
asites before housing. clean and to limit the liale of on •
disinfect laying houses before put- in the area seized. Because foie.,
ting pullets in them
interests in Manchuria were not
All land where clean cultivating extensive as they are in other part,
criips have been grown should be of China, the Manchuria incident
If you're offered a substitute for Browdei
seeded to some type of winter cover did not raise questions which came
Flour or Feeds do not buy merely on promise or
crop, unless it is subject to over- up later.
flow. Publication No. 188, -Winter
price; instead, you be the Judge, yourself. Just
In 1937, Japanesse soldiers preCover Crops for Pasture and Soil cipitated an incident in China
consider
the case in terms of performance and
WE are prepared to write a policy to cover any
Conservation" telLs what to grow proper and began the present war.
results.
Should you find a better product for
when to seed it, etc. Copies may As the struggle progressed, Japthe price, we don't blame you for buying because
by
secured
from
your
county
agent
and all of your insurance needs. We repreanese have not hesitated to pro-very product we manufacture is as good as wu
or by writing the U-T Agricultural claim the necessity of a "new
Extension Service, Knoxville, Tenn, order" to insist that other nations
• an make it.
sent only the best and long established comof the world must recognize Japan'
JAPAN. AND THE FAR EAST
Judge the case in an honest manner and we'rparamount rights in Asia.
panies. No obligation on your part when you
The United States has consist,
sure
you'll continue ti' ask for Flour and Feeds..
Sometimes between now and Janly maintained the position taken I
uary 26, 1940, the people of the
Secretary Stimson. It has repeatask for our representative to call.
—Made and Guaranteed By—
United States will have to make a
edly protested against interference
decision in regard to the future
with our trade rights.
The Japrelation between the United States
anese,. apparently anxious to keep
and Japan.
the United States fiiendly, have not
On that date. the 1911 Treaty of
hesitated to apologize, to promise
Commerce becomes
void in ac- reparations and to
promise proper
cordance with the nidice given by
FULTON. KY.
LAKE 22 PHONE N.
Sect-tar.- of Stale Hull two weeks
ago.
Behind the denunciation ot
the treaty is an unsatisfactory state
of affairs in the Far East.
It
might be a good idea for the people
of this country to understand all
the circumstances.
For many years. Japan was a
hermit nation until Commodore
Matthew Perry, about eighty-five
years ago, appeared off the JapanDR. H. P. SPENCER
ese coast with a fleet of ten ships
White Bluff. Tennessee
—THAT A LAReE PART Of THE
and 2000.
men. Practically at pistol
point, he forced the Japanese to
May 5. 1938
BARRELS USED BY
sign a commercial treaty v:ith the
I
:,01
writing
this
to
say
that
on May 3. 1938.
United States. In the SIII:rt
•
y
t. boys and I became very ill. about 2
KENTUCKY DISTILLERS
decades as modern Japan deo ,
p m.. v-iriting most severely, and after a few
ed, the two nations became si
hours our bowelt, began acting every few minARE MADE OF
Ai I ,t UI. ORDERs 1111 ID PROMPTLY
utes with severe cramping pains throughout the
friends.
abdomen. We got no relief until about 8 p.m ,
This friendship was marred more
KENTUCKY WHITE
When we began to take Min-Lax Tonic and after
than twenty years ago by restlictive
taking the second dose, one hour after the first.
Products Company
Heath
Mineral
acts, designed to bar Japanese im- OAK LUMBER.?
we began to improve very rapidly and were all
2716 West End Avenue
migration into our western states.
able to be up and eat breakfast yesterday mornNashville, Teara..`SSI:e.
Later the Japanese took offense at
ing.
12 hours after beginning to take Min-Lax
Gentlemen:
Tonic_
the immigration laws of the United
About 8 months ago I began the use of your
States, contending that a difference
Min-Lax Tonic and Cuasoe. At that time I was
MRS. J. B MADEWELL
had been made in the treatment
suffering from a general run-down condition.
White Bluff, Tennessee
My health had been bad for a long time, beaccorded Japanese citizens
and
R F. D No, 1
suffering with
weakness,
I
was
general
sides
those of the Nk bite races.
—THAT
stomach disorders and piles.
Upon several occasions in the
MR. J. N. HINSON. Lawrenceburg. Tenn., unYour Min-Lax Tonic and Cuasoe corrected
past twenty years, relations besolicited writes as follows:
DOZENS OF TRAIN—LOADS
these conditions to my entire satisfaction so that
"Just two weeks ago today, you gave me a
tween the two countries have bemy general health, since using them has been
bottle of your Mineral Products Remedy, MIN come strained, and, just befere the
OF THIS KENTUOKY LUMBER.,WORTH
better than for a number of years. In addition
LAX
Tonic. At that time I Was so weak ft -rintry of this country into the World
to above troubles I used your Cuasoe on a maan attack of influenza and general run CI
OVER A HALF-MILLION DOLLARS,ARE
lignant sore on my bps and also same kind of
War, there were signs that Japan
condition, it was with the greatest difficulty
sore on the left side of my head.
read to force the us,, uu . list for me to sit up or walk without falling. As a
REQUIRED EVERY YEAR?
These sores had been pronounced cancer
ever, the great rearmament promatter of fact, I did fall from sheer weakness
ard I had received cancer treatment from two
and was unable to get up without the assistance
:ram, inaugurated
by President
I am not prepared to
different institutions.
of
two friends. Mr. C. G. Joplin and Mr. A. E.
Wilson and vastly extended during
make the positive statement that these sores
-THAT HUNDREDS OF
Black, who happened to be present. They as-he World War, put a different
were cancers. hut I do know that they had resisted me to my feet and washed the blood from
KENTUCKY FARMERS AND
fused to yield to treatment. until I applied
.omplexion on matters and no real
my left eye, which I severely cut when falling
Cuasoe.
issue
developed.
"I have taken your remedy. MIN-LAX LUMBERMEN BENEFIT
great
I
received
say
that
happy
to
I am
To understand present conditions
Tonic, as you directed, and am most pleased and
benefit from the use of Cuasoe and that these
GREATLY FROM THIS
happy
to testify to the wonderful effects rein the Far East, it should be remalignant sores or ulcers, or whatever they
ceived from its use. I have gained five pounds
membered that for nearly a hunis ere have disappeared. It gives me great pleaONE SMALL PART OF
in
weight
and am eating heartily three times
Ansi years, foreign nations have
-tire to recommend both Min-Lax Tonic and
daily and have returned to my work feeling like
THE DISTILLING
Coasoe, and I am recommending them every
,njoyed certain trading rights, and
a new man.
I pportunity I have to my neighbors and friends.
itrivileges in China. The jealousies
INDUSTRY'S PURCHASES
il
"I thank you front the lxiitorn of my heart
,if the nations caused them to jeaYours very truly,
for this great medicine and verily bet-rye that
IN KENTUCKY?
IT C LASSITER
the good Lord directed you to me's'
bously protect their rights in the
vast Chinese market, and encroachments upon the Chinese GovernI A
eDSMVELY REFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES
ment were recognized as a possit
source of friction.
During
World War. the Japanese
Gcrman holdings in China
NASHVILLE, TENNI.!•••1
the conclusion of the struggle',
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GOOD PART OF
KE NTUCKY'S PROSPERITY
H I N CilES ON (KE NTUCKY'S
DISTILLING INDUSTRY

Mineral Health Products Company

:inquished them.
In 1922. Japan and eight olio ,
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WE'RE JUST OLD-FASHIONED

The homespun
b.rmorist, Bob

...maybe...

its

inBIttonis,at()l
plungesas
exciting as
this morning's
headlines!

We don't know a lot of fancy !ley. t ric k., V.
comes tU selling- goods
Mayhe
ju..t I.
single-trite:t mind
you
the juilge
v.t.
simply tcll you our policy:
"DEPENDABLE DRI'GS IT
PEN kit IILL PRICES"
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and personali;:ed service that. assures our customers the best in drug service. Satisfied customers have built our business fur nearly it half
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